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Interpretation DE/EN/FR/PL

Draft Agenda

1. Adoption of agenda

2. Opening statements on the ongoing negotiations

3. Approval of 4-column documents on operative parts and recitals (following the technical meetings of 4 and 7 December)

4. Negotiations

   (a) Chapter on exceptions and limitations
       - Article 5(1a), row 151
       - Article 6(1) EP text, row 154

   (b) Article 13

   (c) Article 11 - open issues

   (d) Chapter on fair remuneration
       - Article -14
       - Article 14(3)
       - Article 16a (EP’s text)

   (e) Other issues

5. Mandate to technical level to align recitals according to the text approved

6. Timeline for further negotiations

7. Any other business